Follow these steps to navigate PlantFile online

Category Search
Plants can be arranged by category by clicking on a tab; eg. Tree, Fern, Palm

Advanced Search
The Advanced Search allows plants to be selected by botanical features. The headings are Plant, Leaf, Flower and Fruit.

Search Plant
Type all or part of the Botanic Name, then click

Search the Plant Overview for any single word

List Search
The List Search arranges all the plant species in alphabetical order. Just click on the name and the plant details open.

User Data Input
The User Data Input option allows you to personalise your database by documenting plants of your choice and adding images. It is ideal for creating plant profile reports that can be emailed or printed.

Plant Profile Report
Click Plant Profile Report to produce a report / PDF.

For more information use the Help files

Quiz
Once plans are saved in Personal Storage you can quiz the details to improve your knowledge and produce a PDF report of the results.

Personal Storage
Plants can be selected and stored in the Personal Storage option for study or landscape lists.

Pests and Diseases
Comprehensive Pests and Diseases information with images that are cross-referenced with relevant plants.

Simple Search
The Simple Search aids in selecting plants with certain criteria. There is a large selection available. It is advisable to minimise choices in order to gain a wider selection.

Climate Zone selections include USDA, Sunset and UK. Press enter once the zone is typed in.

Selected plants are listed and displayed with an image.

Plant Photo Gallery
All plants include photos and most have a gallery of images that can be printed / PDF. Click View Details then Photos.

Plant Pests and Diseases
In the plant details relevant Pests and Diseases are listed with detailed information and images.
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Students / Institutional Users
Click on Subscribe for free registration to access all of the extra features including:
- Personal Storage; the Quiz; myPlantFile and QR codes

PlantFile only requires basic information to register. An email will be sent to you to verify your account.

Register to gain the additional options in PlantFile

Personal Storage
The personal storage option allows you to save selected drafts or open existing versions of your plant files. This feature can be personal and shared with your institution.

Quiz
The Quiz lets you verify your answers to a series of questions. It helps you to remember plant names and plant details.

myPlantFile Pro
This user data management allows you to access your own database of plant files. You can manage plant profiles that can be added or created on a daily basis.

Single Licence Users
Click on Subscribe and select the plan that suits you best. Then fill out the registration form and an email will be sent to you to verify your account.

myPlantFile Pro includes information on over 9,000 plants with details on 3,700 species accompanied with over 24,000 photographs. You can create selected plant lists and turn all reports into a PDF for easy emailing.

Ideal for horticultural businesses, students and teachers who

need more functionality, reliable information and digital photographs with in-depth search facilities. Also available on USB stick.

PlantFile App
A concise version of PlantFile
For mobile use on smartphones or tablets
iPhone & Android

PlantFile Online
- constant updating / compressive information
- access by computer; tablet; smartphone (covenant)
- simple and advanced criteria search
- PDF reports that can be personalised
- selected plant lists that can be e-mailed
- QR codes for each plant that can be printed or copied
- scan QR code with your smartphone & listen to the description or view the images
- create your own plant reports

PlantFile Online runs on all operating systems: Windows, Apple, Linux.

For more information on PlantFile products visit www.plantfile.com
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